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to the wood. This method works
if both pieces are free of
oil. Pressure on both
or
dirt
pieces will also give a better
bond.

well

HIGHLIGHTS
Ron Stowe had a demonstration
on different ways to attach wood
to the lathe. His methods are
used to make bowls, plates or
anything requiring not using the
tailstock. He is an exPerienced
wood turner and has used these
methods for many years. Ron
explained each and some were
even demonstrated on his lathe
for a more detailed explanation.
Some of these methods include:

FACEPLATE and screws are used
the
mount the wood
headstock. This method requires drilling holes into the
wood for the screws which may
show later in the finish Product.

to

to

HOT MELT GLUE is used to stick
the
the faceplate directly

to

wood without using screws.
Heat can be applied to the

+ +SAFETYTIP+ +
Keep the shop floor frec of hoses,
cords, tools, wnod, or anything that
you can trip on. Many accidents are
caused by such items lying around
the shop floor.

faceplate with a propane torch
or a hotplate. The glue is melted
to the faceplate and attached to
the wood. Clamping the Pieces
together will give a better bond.
To remove the faceplate, heat it
with a torch.
DOUBLE-FACE TAPE can also
be used to attach the facePlate

SCREW CHUCK is a manufactured or homemade chuck that
screws into a hole drilled in the
end of the wood. The chuck has
a protruding screw on one end
and a threads on the other to fit
onto the lathe. This method is
strong but does require the large
hole for the screw.

PIN CHUCK is also method
using a large hole. The Pin

chuCk has a long shaft with a flat

side that holds a pin. When inserted into the wood and turned
to one side, the pin will wedge itself giving a very good hold.
One drawback is it is very difficult to remove this chuck.

CAGE CHUCK is a homemade
method of holding odd shaPed
or large pieces. The chuck uses
the faceplate, two plywood dis}s,
and all-thread bolts to hold the
piece. This method works well
but is limited to the size of the
piece held.

JAM CHUCK was demonstrated
by Bill Tolin who uses it to turn
bracelets. This chuck relies on
its tapered shape to get a snug
fit. Ttre concaved chuck is used
to turn the inside and the convex
io turn the outside. This method
is great because it makes no

marks on the wood and allows
the piece to be finished in place.

NOVA CHUCK is a manufactured chuck. It is a versatile
chuck that has a multitude of arrangements that can hold many
t),pes of pieces. The Nova

N BALLANTINE

Chuck is based on the metal cutting lathe chuck. It has adjus-

table jaws that can be used to
clamp small pieces or can be
fitted with extensions called
"cold jaws" to handle larger
pieces. The chuck is a nice addition to the lathe but is pretty expensive. With all the
attachments, the Nova Chuck
can run over $300. You have to
be a serious woodturner to jus'
tify the cost.

CIA^IP CHUCK is a chuck made
by John Marcantel. He turned a
piece of wood with a face plate
attached and made his own
chuck. It worls similar to the
jam chuck but uses a pipe clamp
to secure the piece.
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A BIT OF I{ISTORY...
John Ballantine made another good find. He brought a set
of forged metal pieces for the club to see. The seven piece
set shows how a rod is made into a Stanley hammerheadJohn explained the process and the reason why Stanley uses
the forge method to make their hammerheads stronger. He
said that some companies cast their hammerheads which
are very brittle. He says to be careful when buying your
hammei and make sure it does not have a cast head.
Thanks John for the very interesting information!

Tech Tip--

Dudley Harvey brought
a small child's rocking
chaif thaf he built. The
chair was made to be
taken apart and looked
Z \ very good, He painted it
red and applied decals. Nice job
iob
Dudley!

Mitch Morgan brought a yard
sign that he had made. The sign
was made of plywood and he had

airbrushed a stork with a baby
diaper in its mouth on it. His
wife is expecting and he wanted
to let everybody know what it
was. By the time this newsletter
is printed the baby should have
arrived.

John Perry works with cabinetry and had a tip for those irritating
squeaky drawers. He says if you put a dab of hot melt glue on the underside corners of your drawer it will help the bottom from making
any noise. John says that the glue will not keep the bottom from expandi4g qs it should do in change gf we4ther
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Never wear loose clothing or
a tie.

Hfft.

goggles

or a

face

Check ihe ivood tc make
sure it has no defects that
wouldlcause it to break when

slow pace

about

shop and being with loved ones.

Dud1ey

Harvey! He is
a yankee from
Maine who has
come to live
among the
Cajuns. He
has been living
in lake Charles for seven years
and is a retired professional
musician. He started his career
in the Navy Band as a trumpet
player. Playrng in the 1943 USO
TOUR with Bob Hope during

WWIL Dudley was amidst a
bombing raid as the band was
plapng. He said that he and the
rest of the entertainers had to go

turning.

below ground and stay in a
bunker until the raid was over.

Adiust the tool rest as close
to " the stock as possible.
Then revolve the stock bv
hand to make sure it clear"s

After all was clear, they came up
and continued playing. WOW!
That must have been a scary ex-

Remove the tool rest when
sanding or polishing. If you
-set
don't. "vour' finsers-mav
cauelit'between-the tool r-est
anf,the stock.

Upon leaving the Navy, Dudley
attended the New England Conservatory of Music. He then
moved on playing his trumpet in
New York City where he played

Alwavs stop the lathe when
makine anv adiustments such
as chaigirig tfre position of
the tool rest.

Broadway and various nightclubs
in the "Big Apple."

the rest.

Run all stock at the lowest
speed until it is rounded.
Check all glue ioints before
rnountins the stbck. A weak
ioint maV come aDafi at hish
"soeeds. 'Make suie slued-fio
siock is completEly
dry
I
before turning.
Hold turning tools firmly in
bothhands.
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CLUB TREASURY
Previous balance...,......,..............,...,....-$1.88

Money collected on 1/16193..........,... $24.00
Purchased 40 stamps..........,.,.............$11.60
Tota1...............................$1052

of tinkering in

I-et me tell you

perience!

Dudley has also played for big
name entertainers in Las Vegas
such as Frank Sinatra, Norm

Don Rickles, and
Siegfried and Roy. He has also
playeti for some big tirne bands
like Woody Herman's JazzBand
and the Guy Lumbardo Band.
Crosby,

While in I-as Vegas, Dudley met
his lovely wife Donna. She was a
waitress and has her own stories
about the big entertainers who
come to town. Dudley says that
some these people are very nice
and some are very self-centered.
Show-biz must get to their

the

Dudley has made several things
in his workshop which include
small tables, wooden toys, a pine
corner cupboard, and has made
turned spindles for an oak swivel
mirror. Currently he is working
on a mantle for his house. Dudley says he learns a lot from the
meetings and hopes to attend
some woodworking shows.

Dudley, the club is glad to have

you and hope you can

share

some more experiences of your
past.

SHOP NOTE:

If you are looking to purchase
some equipment or are trying to
sell, ask the club for advice on
how-to or if they might be interested to buy. You may also want

to put it in the newsletter for
those who miss the meeting!

SOURCES:
LUMRER

Danny Elder - lumbermill
in Kirbyville, Texas. Kiln
dryed Oak, Walnut, and many
others. (409) 423-5177.

Tentex Lumber

- zzMD

Cardinal Drive in Beaumont.
Distributer of hardwood. He
handles almost every domestic
hardwood available. No minimum order. (409) 842-2010.

heads!
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Dudley in no way has led a
boring life. He now enjoys the

editor to publish.

lf you know of any other good
sources please give them to the

